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Measuring FM Deviation with a Rigol DSA 

Date: 02.19.2015 

Solution: General purpose spectrum analyzers like the Rigol DSA series can be 

used to test the deviation of an FM signal. 

In this example, we are going to measure the FM deviation of a 10MHz FM signal 

with a DSA815. This is Rigol’s 1.5GHz spectrum analyzer. 

NOTE: We are starting from Factory default settings. See the User’s Guide 

for the instrument you are using to learn more about restoring 

factory defaults.  

1. Set the center frequency of the analyzer to the carrier frequency of the FM 

signal.  

 

Press FREQ > Press Center Freg >  set Center Frequency using the scroll 

wheel or keypad 

 

2. Set the Span to cover the expected frequency deviation of the input signal. 

 

Press SPAN > press Span >  set using the scroll wheel or keypad 

 

3. Set the resolution bandwidth (RBW) to provide the resolution that is 

required for the test.  

 

Press BW/Det > Press RBW >  set using the scroll wheel or keypad 
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4. Enable a second trace type as Max Hold. We will leave trace 1 (yellow) as a 

Clear Write type. This will display the input values in “real time” and trace 2 

(purple) will provide a histogram of the max values achieved for all scans. 

 

Press Trace/P/F > Select Trace 2 > Set Trace Type to Max Hold 

 

5. Let the instrument scan for a period of time long enough to build a complete 

envelope of the modulated signals frequency deviation.  

 

 

The DSA815 has 10 divisions on the display. The span in this example is 20kHz. 

So, each division is 2kHz. In this example the FM deviation is approximately 

2kHz.  
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